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Abstract: The study explored the school climate, teachers’ efficiency and pupils’ learning outcomes in
Koronadal City, Philippines. It also tested the theory that these variables are associated to each other. In this study,
school climate was uniquely coined to refer to the social, physical, academic, and leadership environments felt or
experienced by the teachers and pupils. In contrast, the efficiency of the teachers was assessed in terms of their
leadership, classroom management and curriculum delivery, while pupils’ learning outcome was quantified out of
their grades across the five (5) core subject areas. Results showed that pupils and teachers alike have comparable
judgments of “extremely favorable” on school climate. Teachers’ efficiency was viewed as excellent. Conversely,
the pupils’ learning outcome was merely “marginally good.”In particular, pupils showed off in MAKABAYAN
but fared relatively low in English. No significant relationship was identified between school climate, teachers’
efficiency, and pupils’ learning outcome.
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1. Introduction
Philosophically, the purpose of education is both social and individual. For social, it is to assist each learner
become more effective member of society by transmitting the experiences of the past to the present. And for
individual, it is to facilitate one to lead a more productive life by preparing him to handle new experiences
successfully. These are the functions that schools try to perform. Formal education is acquired through organized
study or instruction, as in public elementary schools. The school is considered the second home for children. Thus,
it should be made comfortable, pleasant and safe since it is the extension of home. It is also a community where
people interact with each other doing common goals. These people, the physical structures and the atmosphere as
one make up a place that may affect each other, contributing to the learning environment and school climate.
Pupils’ learning outcomes are affected by their educational experiences (YAS, 2005). These experiences
depend on various factors like intellectual capacity, social interactions, emotional and environmental settings.
In the Philippines, many criticisms have been told on the quality of public school education. Most common
includes the competence of teachers and the quality of learning environment that are significant to pupils’
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everyday learning. If schools do not have facilities, teachers and other learning resources, the learning of pupils
might be adversely affected. A lot of concerned people see that the provisions of good school environment will
make a big difference in improving the quality of education. Heeding the call for regionalization and globalization,
international standards are tried to meet so Filipino learners and teachers can be at par with their counterparts
worldwide.
Teachers face many challenges in their work. There’s the disciplining of pupils who misbehave, the shortage
of books and instructional materials and, the meager salary. It can be easily assumed that teachers, despite the
professional setbacks, can have some ease from burden if they see their pupils’ progress academically. Motivation
is also strengthened if they work in a school or classroom that provides sufficient opportunities to perform
effectively.
Nevertheless, people’s attitudes are shaped by the facilities and environment through which they are
mediated (Ferreira, 1995). The condition of school environment reflects the physical and psychological aspects
that are more vulnerable to change and that provide the preconditions necessary for better teaching-learning
intercourse. This is related to the school climate that is a vital element in discussions about improving academic
performance and school reform.
But, what really makes a school climate favorable to both learners and teachers? Does it require larger school
buildings, spacious classrooms, the sophisticated audio-visual equipment, and friendly teachers? Do these things
really make important impact on the improvement of the pupils’ learning outcomes and teachers’ efficiency?
Perry (1908), as cited by Cohen (2006) posited that components of school climate can be collated in terms of
its academic, social, physical and leadership aspects. Academic climate is indicated by the presence of
opportunities for pupils to achieve their educational goals and for teachers to enforce academic policies. Social
climate is characterized by the good communication between teachers and learners, and sound relationships with
their peers.
Thus, for a closer perspective, the public elementary schools in the City Schools Division of Koronadal were
explored to understand indeed how the academic community viewed the local school climate. Undoubtedly,
teachers and pupils have precise observation and perception on what are practically taking place, available and
prevalent in schools.
As studied, school climate refers to the academic, social, leadership and physical facilities condition that are
prevailing inside the campus. Pupils’ learning outcomes included their average grades during the first, second and
third grading periods in the subjects, namely: English, Mathematics, Science and Health, Filipino, and
MAKABAYAN. Moreover, teachers’ efficiency was limited to the most common aspects of teachers’ educational
tasks like leadership, management, and curriculum delivery.
In particular, the study was directed towards achieving the following objectives:
(1) To describe the school climate, teachers’ efficiency, and pupils’ learning outcomes in public elementary
schools;
(2) To compare the perceptions of the pupils and teachers on school climate; and
(3) To examine the relationships among these variables.

2. Theoretical and Conceptual Frameworks
This study is anchored on some relevant theories propounded by social theorists and researchers. In his work,
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Tableman (22004) describbed school cliimate and cattegorized it in
nto academic and social asspects. In the case of Deall
(1985), he posited
p
that scchool climatee includes phhysical and pssychological environmentts. Along thiss line, Halpinn
and Croft (1962) found thhat organizational climatee predicts lead
dership behavvior and sociaal interaction of personnell
in the organization. The Western
W
Alliaance for the Study
S
of Sch
hool Climate (2008)
(
enlighhtened that scchool climatee
is comprisedd of several aspects
a
of thee school’s phyysical and so
ocial environm
ment, such ass appearance and physicall
plant, facultty relations, student inteeractions, leaadership deccision makinng, disciplineed environmeent, learningg
environmentt, attitude andd culture, andd school-comm
munity relatio
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Althouggh there is not one comm
monly accepteed definition for school cllimate, manyy researchers and scholarss
stress that basically
b
the term reflectss subjective experiences in school (C
Cohen, 2006).. The study of Miskel &
Ogawa (19888) viewed school
s
climatte as an anteecedent ratherr than an ouutcome variabble. It focuseed on factorss
affecting acaademic achievvement of puupils and effecctiveness of teachers.
t
Moreovver, the reseaarch examineed cultural ellements of climate, such as the norm
ms shared by learners andd
teachers. It also examineed subsets off climate such as academic, social, leaadership and physical clim
mate, and itss
association to
t teachers’ efficiency
e
andd pupils’ learnning outcomees. In their reelated propossition, Young et al. (1994))
purported thhat improvingg student behavior and acaademic performance generally requiress changing scchool climatee
and school culture. Ethnnographic andd perception studies indiccated that pooor school faacilities negattively impactt
teacher effecctiveness andd performancce, and thereffore have a negative
n
impaact on studennt performancce. Earthmann
(2002) carrieed out studiess about the innfluence the physical
p
envirronment has upon
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teacher performancee.
The im
mportance of the
t teacher inn the classroom cannot be
b overemphaasized. Accorrding to Porter & Brophyy
(2008), effecctive teachingg researches emphasized the importan
nce of the teaacher in proviiding a climaate conducivee
to learning. The effectivve teacher is one whose classroom
c
an
nd curriculum
m are “managged” and all activities aree
purposeful as
a well as impplemented in an orderly faashion.
Effectivve teachers tend to utiliize more intteractive teacching or direect instructioon. Research
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proposing thhat the master variable off pedagogy is the amount and intensityy of student engagement in
n appropriatee
learning taskks. This is a result of a caase of teacherr-centered activities, or, more
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pointedlly, of teacher involvementt
with studentts as opposedd to paperworkk or neutral monitoring
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Mackenzie, 19983).
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3. Meethods
The stuudy made usee of a descripttive-correlatioonal research
h design to am
mply explain tthe school cliimate as welll
as its purpoorted relationnships to teacchers’ efficieency and pup
pils’ learning outcomes. IIt was underrtaken duringg
School Yearr 2012-2013 in
i selected puublic elementtary schools within
w
the sixx (6) school ddistricts of Ko
oronadal Cityy
Division, naamely: West District I, West
W District II,
I South Disstrict I, Southh District II, East Districct I, and Eastt
District II. In
I determininng the responddents, both purposive
p
and
d clustered ranndom sampliing techniquees were used..
Initially, schhools were grouped
g
into district and categorized into either big
b or small. In each disttrict, two (2))
schools werre taken to reepresent eachh category. All
A of the 30 Grade VI teaachers assignned in these schools
s
weree
purposely taaken, while 2882 pupils werre randomly selected
s
from
m a total of 9660 sixth gradeers.
In gathering the dataa, three (3) seets of questionnaires were used. These instruments w
were originallly drafted byy
the researchers followingg existing stanndards. Face and content validations
v
w done to pproperly enhaance the toolss;
were
three (3) expperts in the field
f
of educaational managgement were tapped for thhe purpose. T
The enhanced
d instrumentss
were also addministered to
t 30 Grade VI pupils annd 11 teacherrs at Magsayysay Elementtary School for
f reliabilityy
testing. Anaalysis of thee responses resulted
r
to a Cronbach Alpha
A
of 0.885 signifyingg the reliability of thesee
questionnairres.
Essentiially, the first set of the surrvey instrumeent deals with
h the prevailinng school clim
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chose responnses for eachh item-indicaator as 5 for Excellent,
E
4 for
f Very Satiisfactory, 3 fo
for Satisfactorry, 2 for Fairr
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u
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y, and classrooom managem
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pils’ learningg
outcomes, the
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u
as so
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(Excellent), 90-94 (Verry Good), 85-89
8
(Goodd), 80-84 (M
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G
and 79 and beelow (Needss
Improvemennt).
Data analysis
a
madee use of descriptive andd inferential statistics. These
T
includee simple meean, standardd
t-test, among
deviation, Pearson
P
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C
g others. Thee alpha level was set at .0
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hypothesis testing.
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wing the diagram in Figure 2. The steps and procedure are clearlyy
shown.
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4. Results and Discussions
With the aid of Microsoft Excel application and the foregoing statistical tools, data were tabulated and
suitably analyzed. The major findings of the study are discussed as follows:
4.1 School Climate
Data indicated that teachers and pupils assessed the school climate in public elementary schools in the City
Division of Koronadal as extremely favorable. In particular, these statistical results were drawn out from the data
treatment: academic climate was “extremely favorable” as perceived by the pupils (M = 4.39, s = .07) and
teachers (M = 4.57, s = .09); social climate was “extremely favorable” as perceived by the pupils (M = 4.35, s
= .18) and teachers (M = 4.55, s = .05); both pupils (M = 4.02, s = .31) and teachers (M = 3.75, s = .10) rated
physical environment as “highly favorable”; and leadership style was “extremely favorable” as perceived by the
pupils (M = 4.40, s = .06) and teachers (M = 4.41, s = .58).
In all likelihood, these results denote that public elementary schools in Koronadal City have safe, healthy,
and welcoming learning environment. Also, high expectations, respect, responsibility, and trust are evident in each
classroom, and the academic program engages and energizes pupils. Educators have collegial, rather than simply
congenial relationships with one another; and students from diverse backgrounds and social groups regularly
interact and work together. School leaders are approachable and inclusive.
Using t-test of independent means, the perceptions of the pupils and teachers were found to be comparable (tc
= 0.10 < ttab.05 = 1.960). Thus, they possessed similar views on the prevailing conditions of academic, social, and
leadership as well as the physical environment in school. Most likely, the mutual experiences they have in school
every day brought about these parallel observations. The finding obviously disputes the common notion among
teachers that they have better judgments than the pupils as regards the type of environment, relationships and even
structures that schools should have to uphold and establish. Implicitly, the idea that pupils are neither part nor
worthy to be consulted when considering school reforms should not be discounted due to this fact. It also connotes
that pupils are not ignorant, but equally attentive of what are happening in school.
4.2 Pupils’ Learning Outcomes
The sixth graders showed a “marginally good” performance across the core subject areas. In descending
order, the learning of pupils is ranked from MAKABAYAN, Filipino, Health and Science, Mathematics and
English. The break downs of the data indicated that pupils got the highest mark in MAKABAYAN while lowest in
English. Basically, the first subject integrates areas related to Social Studies, Values Education, Technology and
Livelihood Education, as well as, Music, Arts, and Physical Education. Its goal is to help each Filipino pupil to
develop a healthy personal and national identity. Despite the reported problems met by the Department of
Education (DepED) in implementing this curricular reform yet the current data shows positive implication. On the
other hand, English is centered on learning communication arts and skills in the foreign language. This result is
actually a common trend among pupils and students in many public schools in the country. A typical report from
DepED Nueva Ecija (2012) claimed that limited exposure of students in the use of the language caused the low
mastery of English. As cited, after learning the structure and other aspects of it, “there is no application as they are
not using what they have learned when they go out of their classes. Even in watching TV program they prefer
those in Filipino or translated in Filipino. Second, teachers of other subjects who supposed to use English as
medium of instruction are using the first language. Third, some of the teachers handling English subject have also
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an average English proficiency level.”
4.3 Teachers’ Efficiency
In this study, teachers’ efficiency was evaluated by their School Principals with respect to their skills and
competence in leadership, classroom management, and curriculum delivery. Through simple mean and standard
deviation, the results were described as follows: leadership of teachers was excellent (M = 4.41, s = .25);
classroom management was excellent (M = 4.51, s = .12); and curriculum delivery was excellent (M = 4.54, s
= .11). To summarize, the teachers’ efficiency can be regarded as generally excellent (M = 4.49, s = .07). The
result simply suggests that teachers exceed the requirements contained in the job description as expressed in the 3
evaluation criteria. They often and actively seek opportunities to learn and apply new skills; and they unfailingly
exhibit behaviors that have strong positive influence on students.
4.4 School Climate, Teachers’ Efficiency and Learning Outcome
When computed, there appears a moderately small correlation between school climate and teachers’
efficiency. The test revealed, however, that the relationship is not significant (rcomp = 0.2985 < rtab.05 = 0.602).
Likewise, a negative and moderate small correlation between school climate and pupils’ learning outcome was
noted yet it was also verified not significant (rcomp = |-0.2399| < rtab,.05 = 0.602). The findings imply that, in the
current case, there is no way school climate can be associated with teachers’ efficiency and pupils’ learning.
Remarkably, this contradicts the usual notion and many literatures that claimed the existence of a favorable school
climate promotes enhanced learning outcome or higher efficiency among teachers.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
With the foregoing findings, it is concluded that school climate in the City Division of Koronadal,
Philippines is extremely favorable. The teachers and pupils have similar views about it, hence, material evidence
that the perception is indeed accurate. The learning outcome of pupils across Mathematics, Science and Health,
English, Filipino, and MAKABAYAN subjects is marginally good only. This manifests the unfortunate learning
achievement of pupils in the locality particularly in English. Obviously, this is not attributable to school climate.
The teachers’ efficiency is excellent, but, it is not due to favorable school climate since after all they are not
related.
Having these inferences at hand, the researcher recommends the following actions:
(1) The schools and teachers, in particular, should find ways to improve the current state of the pupils’
learning outcome. To do this, action researches to define exactly the real cause of these unfortunate academic
achievements may be taken as initial step.
(2) The Department of Education, in the district or division level, should conduct programs and projects
which could lessen the problem on English proficiency. Intensive intervention or training programs may be carried
out for this purpose after a careful need assessment activity.
(3) The fact that school climate shows no association with the pupils’ learning outcomes, in-depth study has
to be done to identify specific factors that can be manipulated to really transform the response variable.
Determining these elements will be easy for schools and teachers to outline suitable strategies and activities to
enhance learning outcome or cause affirmative result.
It is also suggested that studies be done using other methodologies or enhanced survey tools to further clarify
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the current finding on the “non-association” of school climate and teachers’ efficiency, as well as, school climate
and pupils’ learning outcome.
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